Qinghe water quality data
Only one section called Qing Liao control the quality of Qinghe water in Tieling city. In this study,we monitored 8 sections of Tieling Qinghe River to get the data from June 15th to June 21st in 2014 .With the use of above data ,we propose a method of simulation, verify feasibility of the method,and provide a reference for the relevant research.
Qinghe is the first level tributaries of Liaohe. We monitored 8 section samples of Qinghe in Tieling region from June 15th to June 21st in 2014 .And the data of monitoring sections are as follows: 
Fuzzy clustering analysis method

K -means algorithm
K -means clustering analysis algorithm use two stage repeated cycle, and condition of ending the cycle is that there is no data elements being redistributed. Algorithm firstly select k points randomly as the initial clustering center, and then calculate the sample's distance to the center of the cluster.The sample is then attributed to the nearest clustering center ; If two adjacent clustering centers don't have any change after the calculation, it will be the end of sample adjustment, explaining that the clustering criterion function is convergent. This paper used SPSS software clustering analysis module to do K means clustering analysis simulation, with utilization of corresponding function in SPSS calculation. And we utilize single factor variance analysis of SPSS to test the result of clustering.
The fuzzy clustering analysis method to simulate Qinghe river sections
In order to compare indicators for monitoring data which has correlation in some degree,we give standard pretreatment to raw statistics by SPSS software. The calculation method of SPSS data standardization is standard root extraction method, in which standard extraction use original data minus average data and then divide the average standard deviation .By using the software of SPSS , we select clustering number 4 and 10 times iterations to analyze, through the original data and experience .
Output results include initial clustering center and the distance between each point to the initial one which is calculated by Euclidean distance formula. Because the clustering center are in small changes or no changes ,it comes to achieve convergence.The absolute maximum coordinates of any center is changed at .000.The current iteration is 2,and the minimum distance to the center is 2.429. The analysis of variance is carried out from the result of clustering between categories distance based on the SPSS software.Variance analysis results show that corresponding statistics of P to the value of F was 0.01,which is significantly less than the level of a=0.05, rejecting the null hypothesis.This comes to explain that under the significant level of 5%,there are obvious differences between three samples, and the clustering effect is good. 
The matter-element analysis
The matter-element analysis mathematical principles
Matter element is to describe basic units of objects, which are composed of objects, characteristics and value constitution of objects .The objects are given the name of N ,with the value about the characteristics of C being V,and matter-element can be expressed as three ordered tuple R=[N,C,V]. If multiple characteristics have corresponding value for N, it will be described as N dimension matter-element.And it is as follows 
The correlation function K (x) represents the evaluation of membership degree which the units comply with in standard range.When K(x)≥1.0, it represents the object evaluated being over standard limit value . And the greater the value is,the larger the development potential is . When 0≤K(x)≤1.0, it represents evaluation objects are in accordance with standard requirements of degree of the objects,and the bigger the numerical value is , the closer it is to the standard limit.When -1.0≤K(x)≤0, it represents the object under evaluation does not accord with a standard request,but has the condition to transform into a standard object,and the bigger the value is , the easier it can transform.When K(x)≤-1.0,it represents the evaluation object does not meet standard requirements,and does not have the ability to transform into a standard object either.
Section optimization and selection
Six indexes are used in the matter element analysis,which respectively are chemical oxygen demand COD, biochemical oxygen demand BOD, ammonia nitrogen in NH3-N, total nitrogen, total phosphorus and oil.Based on the matter element analysis theory, we formulate indicators of "best ideal point a", "the most ideal point B "and "point C mathematical expectation".Through the original data table,we can get the best point, the most ideal point and the mathematical expectation of the table below: Based on the matter element analysis theory, we utilize index exceeding method according to "surface water environment quality standard" (GB3838-2002) to get the pollution index normalized weights which are shown in the following table: Table 3 According to formula (4) , the value of Wj can be calculated which can help to prepare subsequent calculation of correlation function. At the same time, according to formula(2), (3) ,the value of Ka(Xij) and Kb(Xij) can be calculated.According to formula (4), (5) According to the data in the table, we draw up diagrams combining with the meaning of correlation function. Ka(Xi) is abscissa,and Kb(i) is ordinate,which are as follows: 
The optimization results and discussion section
By the method of fuzzy cluster analysis and matter element analysis ,the results of two methods for Qinghe River optimization section scheme can be seen as follows: Through the above study, it is realistic to reduce 8 monitoring sections to 6. Matter element analysis method combined with method of fuzzy cluster analysis on section optimization can make up for defects of single statistical method , and the results are more scientific and reliable. Moreover ,this kind of method is also more suitable for multiple river basins .
